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By Stephen Mackenna

Coracle Press. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 356 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.9in.Coracle Press is pleased to make available this new printing of the journal and letters of
Stephen Mackenna (1872-1934), a vivid and representative thinker whose life intersected with many
of the leading figures of his day, and especially those of the Irish literary renaissance. The editor, E.
R. Dodds, writes: Stephen MacKennas working life was divided among three countries, and was
further broken by two complete changes of occupation and by continual changes of residence.
When he died, he left behind him no wife, child or lifelong friend; . . . and with the exception of the
1907-9 Journal no papers of any considerable biographical value. He left instead a legend. In the
Memoir which follows I have endeavored to recover and present the facts underlying the legend.
Best known for what (George William Russell) called his noble translation of Plotinus, MacKenna
nonetheless harbored views that collided with those of Plotinus, and so speaks to us as an authentic
forerunner of the modern human being, by which is meant those who, once their individual inner
light is lit-and no matter how it may gutter in the...
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Unquestionably, this is actually the very best work by any article writer. It usually does not price a lot of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aug ustine Pfa nner still--  Aug ustine Pfa nner still

This is actually the very best pdf i have read through right up until now. This really is for those who statte there was not a well worth looking at. Your
lifestyle period is going to be convert as soon as you total reading this article publication.
-- Ma r g a r etta  Wolf-- Ma r g a r etta  Wolf
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